
Addressing Alcohol-Impaired Driving
Addressing alcohol-impaired driving requires a comprehensive 
program that includes sobriety checkpoints, administrative 
license revocation, assessment and treatment combined with 
vehicle sanctions, and such alternatives as dedicated jail/
treatment facilities, home detention with electronic monitoring, or 
intensive supervision probation.

Motorcycle Safety
Wearing a motorcycle helmet that complies with DOT standards 
is the single best measure to reduce the risk of injury or death in 
a motorcycle accident.

Pilot and Air Traffic Controller Professionalism
Improve pilot and air traffic controller professionalism through 
training, monitoring, and a focus on best practices and personal 
responsibility.

Addressing Human Fatigue
Proper rest by transportation operators is critical to 
safe transportation. Fatigue-countering measures 
should include hours-of-service limits that are 
data-driven, mechanisms to identify and treat 
sleep-related medical impairments, and a science-
based fatigue management system established by 
transportation employers to detect the presence of 
fatigue in employees and address its causes.

General Aviation Safety
Hundreds of people are killed in GA accidents every 
year, and thousands more are injured. GA continues 
to have the highest aviation accident rates in civil 
aviation, over 40 times higher than commercial 
airlines. Reducing GA fatality rates can be achieved 
with efforts to improve aircraft maintenance, aircraft 
design, and passenger protection.  Most importantly, 
GA pilots must be properly trained to fly under 
unexpected adverse conditions, whether it’s bad 
weather or a technology malfunction in the aircraft. 

Safety Management Systems
These programs continually monitor operations and 
collect appropriate data to identify emerging and 
developing safety problems before they result in 
death, injury, or significant property damage.

Once the risks are recognized, these programs then 
identify interventions and evaluate how well they 
perform at successfully mitigating the risks.  Aviation, 
railroad, highway and marine organizations should 
establish an SMS or system safety program to predict 
and correct problems before an accident happens.   

Runway Safety
The runway environment often puts aircraft at an 
increased risk for collisions, excursions and 
incursions. A number of measures can help pilots 
avert danger on the runway, such as a direct 
in-cockpit warning of a probable collision or of a 
takeoff attempt on the wrong runway, specific air 
traffic control clearance for each runway crossing to 
reduce the risk of inadvertently taxiing onto an active 
runway, accurate information provided to the pilots 
about runway conditions, equipment that functions 
properly and is correctly set for takeoff or landing,  
and distance assessments calculated for all landings.

Bus Occupant Safety
A bus passenger’s best chance of surviving and 
avoiding injury in a crash is to be retained in the 
vehicle, particularly in his or her seat. Even when a 
bus remains relatively intact during an accident, 
passengers need a protective seating environment to 
avoid being thrown from their seat. Uniform 
standards for roof strength, window glazing, and 

occupant protection are needed to ensure that 
survivable space is maintained during all types of 
crashes, including rollovers, and a consistent level of 
safety is maintained across the fleet.

Pilot and Air Traffic Controller 
Professionalism
Pilots and air traffic controllers fly and direct millions 
of airplane passengers safely every year. The vast 
majority of these professionals are unfailingly 
competent and professional, but when one of them 
engages in noncompliant behavior, the results can be 
anywhere from annoying to catastrophic.  In all 
cases, these failures erode the public trust in aviation 
safety.  Assuring pilot and air traffic controller 
professionalism can be achieved through training, 
monitoring and a focus on personal responsibility.

Recorders
Low cost compact data/audio/image crash resistant 
recorders are readily available and easy to install, but 
they are not required for many aircraft and ground 
vehicles.   

These recorders can provide critical
information about vehicle dynamics and occupant 
kinematics to help identify the causes of crashes. 

With the data they provide, investigators can 
predict potential injury mechanisms and the 
effectiveness of occupant protection systems. 
Regulations requiring recorders are needed, 
especially where the expectations for promoting 
safety are high enough to outweigh privacy 
concerns.

Teen Driver Safety
Car crashes are the leading cause of death for 
teens in the United States, taking the lives of 
eight teenagers every day.  The risk of crashes 
is higher among teen drivers than drivers of 
other ages. States should enact comprehensive 
teen driver safety programs that include 
beginner and intermediate licensing stages, 
restrict the hours during the day when teens can 
drive, limit the number of passengers in the car 
with a teen driver, and prohibit the use of 
interactive wireless communication devices by 
teen drivers. A data-driven, research-based 
driver education program can further promote 
the safety of teen drivers.
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General Aviation Safety
Reducing GA fatality rates can be achieved with efforts to 
improve aircraft design and maintenance, pilot risk management 
skills, and pilot training and mentoring. 

Runway Safety

Making runways safer will require improving situational 
awareness through such measures as in-cockpit warnings 
of potential conflicts, specific air traffic control clearances for 
each runway crossing, accurate information provided to pilots 
about runway conditions, properly functioning equipment that is 
correctly set for takeoff or landing, and distance assessments 
calculated for all landings.

Bus Occupant Safety
Bus passengers need better protection.  Uniform Federal 
standards for roof strength, window glazing, and occupant 
protection are needed to ensure that bus passengers are better 
protected in crashes just as they are in passenger cars.

Safety Management Systems
Aviation, marine, highway and rail operators can benefit from 
implementing a safety management system in which deficiencies 
are identified and addressed before they result in an accident.

Recorders
Recorders provide critical information about vehicle performance, 
vehicle dynamics, and occupant kinematics to help identify crash 
and injury causes.  With the data they provide, investigators can 
then develop more targeted safety recommendations.

Teen Driver Safety
Comprehensive teen driver safety programs should include 
beginner and intermediate licensing stages, restrict the hours 
during the day when teens can drive, limit the number of 
passengers in the car with a teen driver, and prohibit the use of 
interactive wireless communication devices by teen drivers. 

Addressing Human Fatigue
Fatigue countermeasures should include hours-of-service limits 
that are data driven, mechanisms to identify and treat sleep-
related medical impairments, and a science-based fatigue 
management system.
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About the NTSB
The National Transportation Safety Board (NTSB) is an 
independent agency charged by the U.S. Congress with 
investigating transportation accidents, determining their probable 
cause, and promoting transportation safety.

Most Wanted List
The NTSB’s Most Wanted List highlights safety issues identified 
from the NTSB’s accident investigations to increase industry, 
congressional, and public awareness about the issues and 
recommended safety solutions.
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490 L’Enfant Plaza, S.W.
Washington, DC 20594

http://www.ntsb.gov
(202) 314-6000
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